I. INTRODUCTION
Eye movement biometric emerged as the prominent trait for human identification due to its counterfeit resistant property [15] . In latest researches [6] - [11] , it has been observed that eye movements have significant capability for neurological disorder identification due to its integrated nature with brain level activity. It has been recognized that there is hardly a single part of the brain not concerned with the control of eye movement [12] . In recent past [1] - [2] , many neurological disorders are identified based on eye movement. Such type of disorders is reflected through the abnormalities of eye movements. This is why eye movement signals are being utilized for identification of such brain level abnormalities [6] - [8] . The key factor that is associated with such identification is the combined nature of human eye movement plant and brain stem control. For defense personnel, timely identification of neurological disorders plays crucial role in order to prevent the degree of such disorders from mild to severe as they have higher chance for repeated trauma. Further, eye movement biometric features extracted from eye movement signals are being used for such diagnosis due to its intrinsic discrimination properties and associated brain level activity [2] . In this paper, we have investigated the m-TBI diagnosis with the help of eye movement using machine learning.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related work done in recent years for m-TBI diagnosis using eye movement. Section 3 elaborates the machine learning schemes involved in this paper for neurological disorder identification. Experimental results and discussion is presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Over the last decade, utilization of eye movement for neurological disorders has been done by various [6] , the study was conducted on m-TBI patients; they evaluated the visual status of patients. It was found that patients suffered with m-TBI exhibits many types of visual dysfunctions. In [8] , they conducted study on 20 normal and 20 m-TBI patients. They reported the saccadic latency was greater in m-TBI patients than normal healthy subjects.
Another research was done in [7] that describe new approach based on eye movement functions for predicting post concussion syndrome after m-TBI. Moreover, they reported the close relationship between eye movement and m-TBI in their previous researches. All these researches reported the strong evidence of eye movement for m-TBI diagnosis. In [9] , authors reported various eye movement parameters based on clinical research. They demonstrated that patients suffered with m-TBI exhibits significant difference in eye movement with normal healthy subjects. Another research [11] involved differential eye movement for m-TBI identification. They established a standardized protocol to differentiate between m-TBI and normal subjects. In recent research [10] , it has been strongly conveyed that eye movement biometric has great impact in automated detection of m-TBI. In order to identify the m-TBI, they used two algorithms; one unsupervised technique involved a heuristic method and other was supervised support vector regression with radial basis function. They reported better results in case of support vector regression than unsupervised heuristic method.
Further, most of the researches discussed above for m-TBI diagnosis using eye movement involved conventional statistical techniques. It has been observed from these researches that computational intelligence based techniques are less explored in such neurological disorder identification. In this paper, we have applied three computational intelligence based machine learning techniques viz. evolutionary fuzzy clustering, neural network and hybrid intelligent model which are illustrated in next section.
III. MACHINE LEARNING SCHEMES
Machine learning has been an active research area in the field of computer vision, ambient intelligence, pattern recognition and soft computing. For human identification, machine learning techniques have been successfully applied over the decades [3] , [5] , [13] . The biometric traits like face, iris, palm print, gait, periocular, finger knuckle, vein patterns and eye movement have shown their significant impact for human identification. In this paper, we employed three machine learning techniques which were employed for biometric recognition in previous researches including face, iris, periocular and eye movement. First is the evolutionary fuzzy clustering [5] in which evolutionary search is incorporated for attainment of better partitioning quality as compared with conventional fuzzy c-mean clustering. Second is supervised neural network that involves back propagation with momentum as learning algorithm. Third is hybrid intelligent model [3] which involved two components; one is cluster distribution and other is adaptation. Basically, the hybrid intelligent model is the combination of evolutionary fuzzy clustering with neural network. It has been observed in previous researches that proper synergism of supervised and unsupervised learning techniques provide comparatively better results over single technique.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have applied the three machine learning schemes on 32 subjects. For normal healthy subjects, we have selected 29 subjects from [15] . Another data was recorded for three m-TBI patients with four recordings for each. The cases of m-TBI were reported by the neurologist. The recording methodology is kept same as applied in [15] . Hence, Out of 32 subjects, 29 subjects were normal and three were m-TBI cases. Each subjects having four recordings. Hence, out of total 128 instances, we have used 64 instances (58 for normal and 6 for m-TBI) for training (gallery set) and rest 64 for testing (probe set). For fixation identification, we employed velocity threshold identification (I-VT) algorithm [14] .
Eye movement raw signals can be represented by RS and described as following: 
It is worth to mention here that numbers of fixation groups are the number of fixations. Similar process has been employed for saccades. Based on obtained fixations and saccades, the four quantitative features (fixation count, fixation duration, vectorial saccade amplitude are fixation quantitative score) are generated [4] , [10] . Fixation count is the total number of fixations. Fixation duration refers the average fixation duration. Vectorial saccade amplitude is the average distance covered by each saccade. Fixation quantitative score is the ratio of fixation points over the number of stimuli. The example of a fixation group obtained by I-VT for normal subjects is summarized in table 1. Table 2 represents the same for m-TBI patients. Table 1 . Actual output for a fixation group obtained for normal subjects 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrated the potential applicability of the eye movement biometric for diagnosis of m-TBI neurological disorder. It has been observed that hybrid intelligent model outperforms over other machine learning schemes (evolutionary fuzzy clustering and neural network). It has been observed that features obtained from eye movement have potentially discrimination ability between m-TBI and normal healthy subjects.
